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if J(0>)>j(o0. S(<p 9 co) = \ . v + oo otherwise.
where Q is the representing vector for co in the natural positive cone of the standard form of M and $(•) denotes the support of a functional. We recall that if M is finite dimensional and possesses a faithful trace r then <p (co) has a density p 9 (p^) and we have Due to its importance in thermodynamics the relative entropy functional has been widely studied ([5] , [24] ). In this paper we generalize the relative entropy functional and discuss its convexity and some other properties. Our quasi-entropy depends on two parameters k^M and a function f: [0, oo) ->JJ e This notion is intimately related to Lieb's concavity as Kosaki ([13] ) generalized it and the /-divergence of Gsiszar ( [8] , [9] ) in classical information theory. We recapture Lieb's concavity in Kosaki's form and exclude any interpolation theory. Instead, we shall use the Jensen inequality of operator concave functions. For finite dimensional algebras a part of the present paper is covered by [17] . The main convexity properties of Sf(<p,a>) will be established for arbitrary positive normal functionals but in further discussions we assume faithfulness. We mention that the discussed properties of the relative entropy follow also from the variational expression of Kosaki ([14] The operator S*S is selfadjoint and will be called relative modular operator, in notation S*S=d(<f>, Q). We note that this definition is due to Araki (see, for example, [3] or [5] which is interpreted as a kind of transition probability and it is denoted by P A (<p, cai) . Many properties of P A ($0, co) follow from our results ( [1] , [19] , [20] ).
lffi(t)=f(t)+at + b then
Hence we shall fix /(O) sometimes. When k -I we write simply §4. Convexity Properties
In [3] Araki proved the monotonicity of the relative entropy for special subalgebras and Uhlmann ([22] ) obtained the monotonicity in the general case using quadratic interpolation techniques. In fact, he proved more: the relative entropy increases under stochastical mappings. The main result of the section is in this direction. where Jf 0 = {a0a: ae Jf} is a subalgebra of M.
Theorem 7 is a generalization of Lieb's concavity and was proved by Kosaki ([13] ) by means of interpolation technique. Our method is different and based on the Jensen inequality for unbounded operators (see the Appendix). 
Crcorollary 10. Let f: [0 ? oo) -^R be a continuous function bounded from below. Then is lower semicontinuous on M%X^(M%) endowed with the product of norm topologies.
Proof. There exists a sequence (/J of continuous bounded functions such that fn/fTherefore
S} ((p,o))= sup S} n ((p,o)')
n is lower semicontinuous. ->A(<p,a) ) strongly in the generalized sense.
Hence g(A n P^) ->g(J(£>, <y)) for every bounded continuous function. When / is bounded from below then it is the increasing limit of bounded continuous functions and similarly to the previous corollary we have
Therefore the limit of S/C^oO must be Sf((p 9 co).
If f is not bounded from below then -f is operator monotone and f has an integral representation with a finite Borel measure fjt. Then
and the function ^i->(l +U) (t -Z) ~l is bounded on (0, oo) so
<(1 +^J (t-4 n r l kQ, kQ>-^<(\ +tA(y, 01)) (t-A(<p, <o)r l k
On the other hand the limit is monotone and we can conclude that the integral converges. § 6. Appendix
In this part we collect some auxiliary materials we needed above. For the reader's convenience we recall definitions and results scattered in the literature and in some cases we shall slightly improve the known theorems. Now we turn to quadratic forms and convergence of selfadjoint operators (see [12] Proof. Let Jf n be the domain of the closure of q n endowed with the norm (n = 1, 2 5 . . . , oo). So Jf 03 becomes a Hilbert space and (Jf w ) is an increasing sequence of closed subspaces. (i) implies that U 3C n is dense in Jf 03 . Hence if Q n denotes the projection onto 3C n then strongly. We set a contraction T n^& (3fn) such that (n = 1, 2, . . . , oo). Since T n Qn = QnT 00 (l n we have T n Qn-*T^ strongly. However, T n Q^n (TJ is the restriction of (/ + JF/»)-1 ((/ + // 00 )-1 ) to <#"n C^foo). Using the uniform boundedness of the sequence (/ + //")"* we obtain (/ + // n )" 1 ->(/ + // 00 ) " 1 strongly as operators in ^(Jf).
Let s& and ^ be C* -algebras. We recall that the linear mapping a: s4-*Sl is 2-positive if a(g)id: j/(X)M 2 -> J* ®M 2 is a positive mapping. Assume that a: stf->gfi is a 2-positive unit preserving mapping and is invertible. Then for any S^stf (see [6] , Proposition 4. 1). In fact, the above inequality is equivalent to the 2-positivity of a. Proof. First we note that p commutes with a(q). Indeed, p< a (q) <I implies a(q)£ = £ wherever p£ = $.
Let Cz = q J rA(I~q). Since C x is invertible for /l>0 we have a (a) *a (C,) ~la (a) <a (a*C^a) .
When /l->oo then Cz l ->q in norm and the right hand side tends to a(a*qd). On the other hand, a(C x )~l>p since a(q) and p are commuting operators.
